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Some Frog Stories:
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E ANDERSON Joe on the go
E BREEN Stick
E Fischer Jump!
E London Froggy Goes to Bed
E Mayer One Frog Too Many *
E Parenteau One Frog Sang*
E THOMPSON Leap back home to me
E Walsh Hop Jump*
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“Five Little Speckled Frogs”
Five little speckled frogs
Sat on a speckled log
Eating some most delicious grubs.
One jumped into the pool
Where it was nice and cool
Then there were four green speckled frogs.
(repeat with four, three, two, and one frog)
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Some Frog-related Activities:
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-Frog hop: Pretend that you are frogs and hop
from lily pad to lily pad. Bonus points if you cut
some pads out of green construction paper to
hop on!
-Next time you’re around frogs, whether you’re
outside or at a pet store, ask your child to listen
to the sounds they make and copy it, if they can!
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Early Literacy Tip:
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Listen and encourage your child to continue
whey they pretend to “read” a book (turn the
pages and say gibberish). This is a worthwhile
activity to prepare them for reading in the future!
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